User information mouseover is sticky

Status
Closed

Subject
User information mouseover is sticky

Version
13.x
13.x Regression

Category
- Regression
- Less than 30-minutes fix

Feature
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★★★★★ (0)

Description
Compare these 2 pages:
http://tiki.org/Community
http://next.tiki.org/Community

Go to the section "Contributors to this page" and mouseover the names one by one: Torsten Fabricius, Marc Laporte, Rick, Oliver Hertel, ...

Solution
It is slightly better now if you move your mouse slowly it helps. Apparently this is a known problem that affect others across the Internet. The recommended solutions is to replace all of these rollover to be click->popup which also has the benefit of making it usable on a mobile device. This is scheduled to be done in trunk (can backport to 13.x when ready).

r52053 should nail it hopefully

Importance
5
Easy to solve?
8

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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It is slightly better now if you move your mouse slowly it helps. Apparently this is a known problem that affect others across the Internet. The recommended solutions is to replace all of these rollover to be click->popup which also has the benefit of making it usable on a mobile device. This is scheduled to be done in trunk and then backported to 13.x when ready
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